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The inverse acoustic waves and electromagnetic waves scattering problem have come
to play an important role in inverse scattering theory. This is due to the fact the (ma-
trix) index of refraction is not uniquely determined from the far field data even if multi-
frequency data are available. Recently a new qualitative method using transmission eigen-
values to estimate the material properties of the scattering object emerged. At first, the
support of the scattering obstacle can be recovered by using the measured scattering
data and the linear sampling method. In addition, the transmission eigenvalues can be
computed from the far field data by solving linear ill-posed integral equations. At last,
together with some numerical methods, we can estimate the material properties of the
scattering object. Fioralba Cakoni et al have proposed to estimate the material properties
of the scattering object by using numerical method. But the technique rests on having an
efficient and robust method for computing transmission eigenvalues. Unfortunately, the
current method is restricted because of the need to compute all numerical transmission
eigenvalues. Therefore，improving the calculation of the transmission eigenvalues is cur-
rently an important part of our future research problem. The outline of this thesis is as
follows:
In Chapter 1, a brief history of acoustic waves and electromagnetic waves scattering
problem, the existing work, and some related knowledge about acoustic waves and elec-
tromagnetic waves scattering problem are reviewed. We also recall some definitions and
properties of Hankel function and Legendre polynomial, which will be used in the paper.
In Chapter 2, A stable and high-order method for solving the scattering problem of
time-harmonic sound waves in a homogeneous compressible fluid by an obstacle is de-
veloped. The method is based on a boundary perturbation technique(”transformed field
expansions”) coupled with a well-conditioned high-order spectral-Galerkin solver. And it
avoids not only the need for specialized quadrature rules but also the dense linear systems
characteristic of Boundary Integral/Element Methods. Our spectrally accurate approach
is a natural extension of the ”Method of Transformed Field Expansions” originally de-
scribed by Nicholls and Reitich in the single-layer case. Ample numerical results are















In Chapter 3, We develop an efficient Spectral-Galerkin method of elliptic eigenvalue
problem in circular domain. the method is based on a dimension reduction approach
which reduces the problem to a sequence of one-dimensional eigenvalue problems that
can be efficiently solved. In addition, we also present error estimation and numerical
results.
In Chapter 4, We develop an efficient spectral-element method for computing the
transmission eigenvalues in radially stratified Media. Our method is based on a dimension
reduction approach which reduces the problem to a sequence of one-dimensional eigenvalue
problems that can be efficiently solved. We provide an error analysis which shows that
the convergence rate of the eigenvalues is twice that of the eigenfunctions in energy norm.
We present ample numerical results to show that the method convergences exponentially
fast for piecewise stratified media, and is very effective, particularly for computing the
few smallest eigenvalues.
In Chapter 5, We develop an efficient spectral-element method for computing the
electromagnetic transmission eigenvalues problem in radially stratified Media. Together
with the linear sampling method, we can estimate the (matrix) index of refraction of a
non-absorbing inhomogeneous medium. We present ample numerical results to show that
the method convergences exponentially fast, and is also very effective.
Key words: spectral method; acoustic scattering; boundary perturbation; Helmholtz
equation;Transmission eigenvalue; Anisotropic media and index of refrac-
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技巧被提出。我们可以参见 Colton和Kress 的书[1]， Warnick和Chew 的研究论文 [2]以
及Reitich和Tamma 的研究论文 [3]。在这些数值方法中，边界摄动方法是比较具有竞争
力的一种方法，它的起源可以追溯到 Rayleigh [4]和Rice [5]的工作。在最近一系列的论
文中，Bruno和Reitich [6]， Nicholls和Nigam [7]， Nicholls和Reitich [8,9]已经严格证明这散
射场不仅是光栅高度（坡）参数 𝜀 的解析函数，而且对于任意实值 𝜀 也是解析连续
的。这些结果表明了边界摄动展开的收敛性，也证实了 Rayleigh [4]和Rice [5]的经典算
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